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Production Build:
This AM-only five transistor radio was built in several forms over a span of several years

between 1958 and 1962.
The design was generally ordinary, with a few interesting innovations.  Refer to the

"Schematic_Rectified" document.  I re-drew this from the original Sams Photofact schematic for
the GE models P755A, P805, P806, so that the positive supply is shown on the top and the
negative ground is shown on the bottom.  

Early design features dominate the design.  A 6.3" long ferrite loopstick antenna connects
to an air-variable tuning capacitor, while the oscillator coil is air-core.  The IF transformers are
large, with aluminum shield cans.  A ferrite sleeve is pressed into the shield can, and this
surrounds the windings.  The IF transformers are tuned with small ferrite slugs that rotate into
and out of the windings.  The audio amplifier operates through a large (by today's standards)
audio output transformer.  The tuning is truly infinite-resolution, and it has a great "feel" to it,
unlike the digitally-stepped "analog" tuning in the Sony ICF-506 (2017 model).

The first stage is a converter with a small amount of RF gain.  Germanium NPN 2N194A is
X1.  The base connects to the antenna resonator, emitter connects to the air-core oscillator coil
resonator, and the collector connects to the first IF transformer through a winding in the oscillator
coil.  The collector winding of the oscillator coil provides feedback to the transistor so it can
oscillate.  For part of the oscillation cycle, X1 amplifies the RF signal from the loopstick antenna
resonator.  For the rest of the oscillation cycle, the signal from the loopstick antenna does not pass
through X1.  This chops the RF at the oscillator frequency.  The chopped signal passes into the
first IF transformer, which resonates at 455 KHz to couple the converted signal to X2.

The second stage is a common-base amplifer controlled by the AGC voltage from the
detector diode M2.  Germanium PNP 2N135 is X2 (in the receiver I had, this had been replaced).
The input signal to X2 is applied to the emitter, while AGC controls collector current.  The collector
of X1 drives the second IF transformer resonator, set to 455 KHz.  The secondary of the second IF
transformer drives the 2nd IF amplifier X3.

The  third stage is a common-emitter amplifier with neutralization.  Germanium NPN
2N233A is X3.  The input signal from the 2nd IF transformer connects to X3 base.  The emitter
load is 470 ohms, bypassed to the positive rail by C10.  The base bias network of X3 is then
bypassed through a 0.047uF capacitor to the emitter.  The collector of X3 connects to the 3rd IF
transformer resonator.  Additional windings on the resonator provide neutralization drive to the
base of X3 through a 10pF capacitor.  Neutralization amplitude is possibly also controlled by R9, a
10 ohm resistor.  AGC does not operate on this stage.

Output loading for the 3rd IF transformer consists of the 1N87 Germanium diode M2, a
capacitor of 0.047uF, and the 10K ohm volume control.  The 0.047uF capacitor loading is essential
for correct tuning of the 3rd IF transformer but it also rolls off the high frequency audio response.
The diode polarity provides a DC level that is more positive as the signal amplitude increases.  The
increased positive voltage is coupled to the base of X2 through R12, to reduce the collector
current and gain of X2.  Audio is coupled from the volume control to the first AF amplifier through
a 5uF capacitor.  

The fourth stage is a common-emitter amplifier operating on base current supplied by R13
and R14.  R14 is the collector load of X4, so increased collector current in X4 will reduce the base
bias.  Germanium PNP 2N406 is X4.  A substantial amount of audio gain takes place in X4 because
the emitter connects directly to the positive rail.

The fifth stage is a class-A-biased common-emitter power amplifier.  Germanium PNP
2N408 is X5.  Collector current of X5 is about 20mA, flowing through the primary of the audio
output transformer.  In more expensive transistor radios of this vintage the audio output is push-
pull using two transistors, and bias current is much lower, in the 2mA range.  This design makes
the radio unnecessarily power-hungry.  The tradeoff here is to let the owner buy many batteries



and save a few bucks on the radio itself.  The battery was a high capacity 9V box, no longer
available, Eveready No. 266, NEDA 1605.  It would have given about 30-50 hours of playing time
under the best of conditions.  At this writing, a custom alkaline replacement is available as Excell
266 for $35.  Of course, I bought this radio on ebay for $9, so there is no way I'm going to put
$35 batteries in it.  I'll use C cells or something better instead, even if I can't put the batteries
inside the case.

A substantial amount of audio gain takes place in X5 because the emitter connects through
a large bypass capacitor C1 to the positive rail.  The emitter resistor R18 stabilizes the collector
current over temperature.  A snubber RC (0.1uF in series with 470 ohms) placed across the
output transformer primary prevents oscillation in X5.  This snubber design was modified after the
radio went into production and the resistor is described in the Sams schematic as an "added"
component without a reference designator.  The case of X5 is clipped to a 1 inch length of heavy
copper braid that is soldered to the frame of the audio output transformer.  The frame is also
connected to ground.  This provides a heat sink and some RF shielding.

After 58 years, numerous resistor values had drifted out of their tolerance ranges.  I found
this out later, while converting to silicon devices.  In spite of this, the radio still worked fine.
Before this, I found one resistor broken open (R12) which prevented the receiver from operating.

Modifications for Silicon Semiconductors
This is a slippery slope, fraught with unexpected pitfalls.
The first difference between Silicon and Germanium devices is the barrier potential.  In

Germanium, this is about 0.10V.to 0.30V  In Silicon this is 0.5V to 0.70V.  The second difference is
more subtle.  Silicon technology is far advanced, with much lower leakage and much higher gain
than Germanium legacy.  Also, capacitances in the Silicon devices are far less than in vintage
Germanium devices.  This makes it tricky to substitute silicon into antique radios, especially in the
RF sections.  For me, this frequently turned into a trial-and-error process, different for each
transistor.  

Fortunately a Silicon schottky diode is only slightly tricky as a replacement for the
Germanium diode M2, but the increased barrier potential still needs to be dealt with.  Interesting
question is, where was M1?  M1 is not seen in the schematic and not in the radio I had.

See the "Schematic_W_Silicon_v3" version of the schematic, and you won't need to read
the rest of this document.  By the way, the working receiver (before and after modifications)
sounded quite nice through a modern Jensen 5" speaker with Alnico magnet, mounted in a proper
enclosure.  

Specifications for the Silicon Devices
Three Silicon transistors were used.  All of these are very high gain, even for Silicon

devices.
The NPN Silicon transistor is Fairchild/ON Semi type BC550CBU.  With 1mA collector

current, test results (averages from 10 pcs tested) are as follows: Vbe=0.624V, Base current was
slightly above 2uA, for a DC gain of 488, spec sheet Cin=9pF, Cout=6pF, and gain bandwidth was
specified as approximately 110MHz.  Noise figure is 1.4dB typical, 3dB max.  The transistor case is
TO-92, and collector current is 100mA max.

The PNP Silicon transistor is Fairchild/ON Semi type BC560CTA.  With 1mA collector
current, test results (averages from 10 pcs tested) are as follows: Vbe=0.627V, Base current was
slightly above 2uA, for a DC gain of 433, spec sheet Cin=9pF, Cout=6pF, and gain bandwidth was
specified as approximately 100MHz.  Noise figure is 1.2dB typical, 2dB max.   The transistor case
is TO-92, and collector current is 100mA max.

The PNP audio output transistor is Fairchild/ON Semi type KSA1142OSTU.  With 10mA
collector current, DC current gain is specified at 200x typical, or any value between 100x and
200x.  Current gain bandwidth product is 180 MHz (20mA collector current), with output
capacitance of 7pf max and a 4dB typical noise figure.  The transistor case is TO-126 with the
heat sink surface insulated in the plastic molding.  Maximum collector current is listed as 100mA,
slightly lower than I would like to see in the X5 circuit application, but I've had no trouble so far.

The Silicon diode used to replace M2 is a ST Micro type BAT41 schottky diode, rated 100V



reverse withstanding voltage and 100mA current, in a leaded DO-35 glass package.

Replacing X2 with Silicon
As I mentioned above, X2 in the first IF amplifier had been replaced sometime within the

last 58 years, so I chose to replace it with Silicon first.  R5, the emitter load resistor, was marked
470 ohms +/-20%.  It measured 635 ohms.  To measure all resistors, I had to remove at least
one leg from the PC board so that other components connected would not skew the reading.  I
installed 560 ohms 1/8W 1%.  These replacement resistors are generally Xicon series 270.  For
example, the 560 ohm value is 270-560-C at Mouser Electronics.

There are two reasons why I installed 560 ohms here.  The first reason is that the
manufacturer might have been selecting high values in the 20% tolerance spread of the 470 ohm
resistor, in order to establish a desired current in X2.  The second is that the gain of my
replacement Silicon devices is very high, so I can reduce transistor current and still get plenty of
gain in the circuit.

R7 was 68k 20%, but to increase the base bias voltage I ended up increasing it to 220K
1%.  R12 was 6.8K 20% but to keep the base bias voltage from getting too high I ended up
increasing it to 27K 1%.  This reduced the current in the bias network from 100uA to 33uA, but
reduced the AGC effect.  There are always going to be tradeoffs.  This bias network also sets the
operating point of the detector diode M2 through R1, the 10K ohm volume control.  33uA flowing
through the 10K volume control sets a voltage of 0.33V forward bias (if M2 is removed), enough
to turn on M2 if it is Germanium or a Silicon schottky diode.  Increased signal amplitude will cause
this voltage to disappear, then go more positive than the supply rail.  For example, with a weak
local AM radio signal being received, the voltage at the cathode of M2 can be as high as +9.05,
0.38V higher than without the diode installed.  The stronger the signal, the higher this voltage will
be.  As the voltage goes higher, the base bias on X2 shifts so that collector current is reduced.
Gain of X2 is then reduced.

C3 filters this AGC voltage at the base of X2.  Original value was 8uF, but the original part
checked out closer to 10uF.  Because the bias current went down it was safe to install a lower
value nonpolar ceramic capacitor instead.  I used a 6.8uF X7R 20% 25V part that measured about
6uF.  This worked well, although the IF tends to become ever so slightly overloaded on very strong
signals.  I might have decreased the current in the X2 base bias network a little bit too much, and
this might have reduced the AGC response maybe a little too much.  Generally it is OK almost all
the time, so I have decided I am finished modifying it and will move on to the next thing.

Overall, the quality of the vintage electrolytic capacitors was very good, with the small
value parts holding their values extremely well over a timespan of 58 years.  The X7R
replacement should be good for at least as long, since there is no electrolyte to dry out.

Overall, IF gain increased after this modification.  In this radio, the air-core oscillator coil is
mounted very near the loopstick antenna, at right angles to the axis of the loopstick.  Spacing
between the two is only about 1/3 inch.  Because of the orientation of the two parts the inductive
coupling should be very small.  There might be a reason for this, perhaps to reduce radiated
oscillator signals, but I can't really know.  I do know that the air-core oscillator coils in other
radios from that time are also mounted generally near the loopsticks.  In some radios, however,
the air-core oscillator coil is at some long distance away from the loopstick.  After 1964 or so, the
use of air-core oscillator coils was phased out, and shielded coils became standard.

Anyway, the increased gain in the first IF amplifier started to cause problems with the
radio, with the occasional feedback howl taking place.  At this point I did not have a clear idea
regarding the feedback mechanism, so I did not yet think to lift up the loopstick a couple inches
and add a shield strip above the oscillator coil.

Replacing X3 with Silicon
Encouraged by my success with X2, I decided to try replacing X3 next.  R8 was marked

82K 20% but it measured 96K.  I measured the value of R10 as 6.6K, near the marked 6.8K 20%.
I replaced it with 6.8K 1%, but it was not really necessary to do this.  R8 changed to 56K 1% to
increase the base bias voltage for the Silicon BC550CBU.  R11, the emitter load, was marked 470
ohms 20%.  I measured it at 484 ohms, and left the original resistor installed.  R9 was marked 10



ohms 20%.  I measured it at 9 ohms, but installed 100 ohms 1% to reduce stage gain somewhat.
C10 was 0.01uF, but I replaced it with 1uF X7R to improve RF bypassing slightly.  The replacement
part also had a much lower profile on the board than the original.  I thought low profile would
mean less feedback potential, but based on the bypassing function of C10 it might have been
better to leave it in place and install the 1uF in parallel.  The the original capacitor could serve as
shielding.  At this point the stage worked adequately.

I then removed X2 and injected signal to measure the stage gain with X3 installed.  It
turned out to be 43x to 50x.  Changing the value of R9 did reduce the gain a little, but less than I
expected.  After this I re-installed X2.  Later, after lifting the loopstick two inches, it was possible
to install 10 ohms 1% at R9 without worrying about feedback.

Replacing X1 with Silicon
Realizing that X1 replacement would probably be difficult, I measured the oscillator signal

amplitude at the X1 emitter in the vintage circuit.  It was 264mVpp at 1.955MHz when tuned to a
radio station at 1500 on the AM dial.  When I got done I measured 250mVpp.  This gave me a lot
of confidence that I had done a good job with the replacement.

The emitter load resistor R4 was marked 1.50K 20%, and it measured 1.38K.  Even though
this was OK, I replaced it with 1.50K 1%.  R3 was marked 4.7K 20% but it measured 5.6K.  To
increase base bias voltage for the Silicon replacement, I installed 10K 1%.  This would also
increase RF gain of the converter (maybe even double it).  R2 was marked 68K 10% but I
measured it at 80.4K.  I replaced it with 68K 1%.

After installing a BC550CBU in X1, I noticed oscillation stopping above 1MHz.  I added 3K
1% in series with the X1 collector, and shunted the resonator with 100K 1%.  This brought down
the gain and the Q, giving me the 250mVpp reading at the X1 emitter and good converter
performance.  

Increased gain led to feedback issues, and I first tried replacing C6 and C8 with 100pF
0805-size NP0 ceramic capacitors, thinking that the low profile would reduce coupling that might
be leading to feedback.  It worked a little but not enough.  I also installed jumper wires on the PC
board to better carry ground around the board, and I installed four 1uF X7R ceramic capacitors to
better bypass the ground to the positive rails.

I noticed strong microphonics which I eventually traced to a poor shield ground connection
in the first IF transformer.  These shields were able to use two shield grounds, but only one was
installed, in order to save manufacturing costs.  I tried to solder wires to the aluminum shield, but
did not have a flux for aluminum, so this did not work.  I used 2-56 hardware and small ring
connectors to attach two ground straps to each of the three IF transformers.  Two of the
transformers had intact and good quality single ground straps, but I added an extra one to them
anyway.  After re-installing the IF transformers, the microphonics was gone for good.  I speculate
that this was a problem for many years, and that the replacement transistor was installed in an
attempt to repair this problem.  But it didn't fix it, and the radio might have passed the last 40
years in a drawer somewhere, before somebody found it and I bought it.

I eventually figured out that I needed to lift up the loopstick a couple inches. and place a
shield strip above the air-core oscillator coil.  This appeared to fix the feedback problem
completely.  Feedback was actually not totally fixed, as further described below, but was
drastically reduced.  I just thought the problem was solved.

Replacing the M2 Diode with Silicon
The final step in conversion of the tuner to Silicon was to replace the detector diode M2.  I

removed and measured C12.  It was a film capacitor marked 0.047uF and it measured 0.047uF,
but to improve the high frequency end of the audio spectrum I replaced it with a 0.0033uF film
capacitor.  I also measured R1, the 10K volume control.  It was 9.57K and there was no sign that
it was degraded (no static while turning it), so I left it in the radio.  C4 was marked 5uF, and it
measured 5.6uF, but I replaced it with a nonpolar 6.8uF 20% X7R 25V that measured about 6uF.  

Before replacing the Germanium 1N87, I measured the slight forward bias across it in no-
signal conditions.  That voltage was 0.114V.  After replacing M2 with BAT41, I measured the bias
voltage as 0.192V under the same no-signal conditions.  As previously stated above, without M2



installed the resistors around it would produce about 0.33V at the CW end of the volume control,
so both diodes are loading the network.  Overall, fairly close to Germanium performance,
considering the big biasing changes needed for the transistors.

Replacing X4 with Silicon
The X4 base bias setup is highly workable for high-leakage Germanium devices.  R13 acts

like a current source to cause collector current to be in the 1/4 mA range.  This would not change
much over the range of battery voltages as the battery discharges.  Silicon devices cannot be
operated this way and remain stable, since the leakage current doubles with every few degrees as
the temperature rises.  A Silicon device would stop working as collector current drops with
temperature rise.  I did not test this hypothesis here, however, so this explanation could be
completely mistaken.

R13 was marked 68K 20%, but it measured 79K.  I installed 75K 1%.  R14 was marked
2.2K 20% and it measured 2.37K, so I left it in place.  C5 was marked 5uF and it measured 5uF,
but I installed nonpolar 6.8uF X7R 20% 25V, with a measured value of about 5.6uF.  

I needed to install extra parts to provide a stable operating point for the Silicon
replacement.  First addition was a 100 ohm resistor in series with the X4 emitter.  This would
degenerate the gain to a maximum of about 22x while offsetting slightly the tendency of the
transistor to run away when temperature rises.  It also gives me a convenient place to measure
emitter current (measure voltage across 100 ohm resistor then divide by 100 to get current).
Second addition was a 6.8K 1% resistor to the positive rail, converting the base bias network to a
more stable standard form.  The 6.8K resistor gives the current source R13 something consistent
to work against, since the base current in the Silicon transistor is very low.

The circuit worked quite well until I started to reduce battery voltage.  Then audio quality
quickly went downhill.  I experimented by moving the low end of R13 to ground, but the stage
actually performed worse, then gradually I reduced the value of R13.  This increased transistor
current, and a final value of 47K 1% gave good audio performance from 10V maximum to a
minimum of 6.3V (six alkaline C-cells at end of life).  With the batteries at 9.00V, drop across the
100 ohm emitter resistor is 0.107V, corresponding to 1.07mA emitter current.  Voltage at the high
end of R14 is 2.80V.  With the measured value of R14 being 2.37K, collector current is 1.18 mA
(including current through R13).

As battery voltage decreases, audio amplitude will decrease.  At the lowest battery voltage
(at end of battery life) audio is almost gone but still legible.  Performance in all parts of the radio
is reduced as battery voltage decreases, not just in the audio stages, but the radio still works at
the lowest battery voltage of 6.3V.

Replacing X5 with Silicon
While it would have been possible to use a BC560CTA to replace X5, I saw that heat

dissipation in the TO-92 package might cause problems, particularly at higher volume, so I looked
for a more suitable Silicon replacement for the vintage Germanium 2N408.

R16 was marked 2.7K 10% but it measured 3.49K.  I installed 3.9K 1% to bring up the
base bias voltage to the higher value needed for Silicon.  I believe the 15K value for R17
measured within tolerance, and this 5% resistor was not replaced.  Also, I believe R18 measured
correct within the 5% tolerance spread marked on the resistor.  Checks of R15 and R6 were also
OK if I remember correctly.

Measurements in the vintage circuit showed a 0.95V drop across R18, for a stage operating
current of 20mA  This was higher than normal (0.9V drop in the Sams schematic), probably
caused by the increase in the value of R16.

I had to drill out the X5 pads on the PC board to allow for the heavier leads of the Silicon
replacement.  After installing the KSA1142OSTU, I measured 0.78V drop across R18, indicating
that operating current had dropped to 16.6mA.  There was no apparent change in audio quality,
so I left this as-is.

Later on, I re-installed the heat sink clip from the vintage transistor, with the ground braid
underneath (it was a snug fit but not too tight) and secured it with glue (no soldering) to provide
heat sinking and more importantly RF shielding.



After all these modifications, I measured radio operating current at 19mA, below the Sams
schematic value of 26mA (much better).

Later Additions to the Circuit
I placed a 150uF 35V electrolytic in parallel with C1 but did not remove C1.  Value of C1 is

marked 100uF but I did not measure it.  There was no change in performance after this, so C1
must have been in very good condition.  It might outlast the new part at this point.

I placed a 150uF 35V electrolytic in parallel with C2 but did not remove C2.  Value of C2 is
marked 65uF but I did not measure it.  Again there was no change in performance.

I added a low current pilot light to the radio, a blue LED in series with 30K 1%, for an
additional 0.22mA of operating current (an additional 1.2% of total operating current).  The LED is
a high efficiency blue T-1 sized device, Kingbright WP710A10LVBC/D.

Changes Needed for Its New Case
See the photo "Radio_01_S" for views of the modified radio and its case.
Because the loopstick was lifted up a couple inches, the radio had grown too large for its

original case.  I found a nice wooden box at a thrift store for $6, and used some old plexiglas I
had lying around.  A 1/2" thick sponge was inside this case when I bought it, and I re-used it to
reduce internal echoes when I put the radio into it.  I cannibalized a carrying handle from a piece
of old test equipment and it might be a little bit overloaded but it looks pretty good.

I bought a battery holder for six C-size alkaline batteries as well.  This battery holder is
very nice because it has a standard 9V battery snap on it.  I connected to the radio using a
standard 9V battery snap connector instead of the larger snap used with the original battery.  The
original 3" speaker (with an Alnico magnet) went into the new case as well.  The construction of
the case took several days, and it has an amateur look to it, but it works ok.  

When I wired the volume control, I added a RCA jack just in case I wanted later to connect
the radio to a Hi-Fi component input.  I added a "tone" switch to put a 0.040uF capacitor in
parallel with the volume control to match the original value of C12.

When I wired the speaker I added an additional earphone/external speaker jack on the
front panel so that I could leave the existing vintage jack on the PC board.

Initially I ran all the wiring to the bottom of the PC board and paid no attention to the
routing.  I had routed the wiring for the volume control and the speaker wiring the same, so
crosstalk was a possibility even though the pairs were twisted.  

I had to lengthen the wiring between the PC board and the tuning capacitor.  I did not
expect it, but I had a feedback problem when testing all this!

My first step was to move the speaker wiring to come into the PC board from the top side,
keeping it well spaced from the volume control wiring, and tightly twisted.  Then I bundled the
volume control wiring tightly together and spaced it as far away from the PC board as I could.
This helped the feedback problem, but not enough.

I shortened the wiring between the PC board and the tuning capacitor, as much as I could.
I looked at the remaining longer wiring from the tuning capacitor, finding I could reduce feedback
by placing a metal rod near the PC board between the Oscillator tuning capacitor wire and the
board.  I built a tubular conduit with copper tape, and grounded it to the board, then passed the
oscillator wire through it to shield it.  This increased the capacitance on the wire, so I had to
recalibrate the tuning capacitor.  Fortunately there was enough range in the trimmers on the
tuning capacitor.  Tuning range is 550 to 1700KHz (not totally sure it goes all the way down to
550KHz, but it received 570KHz somewhat above the minimum frequency setting of the tuning
capacitor).

Operating the tone switch convinced me that the tuning of the last IF stage is affected by
switching the added capacitance.  When the tone switch is off it disconnects the 0.040uF
capacitor, and the radio is more likely to howl on distant weak stations, but it sounds quite a bit
better on local stations.

Overall, there is still some tendency for feedback to cause the radio to oscillate when
volume is high, even with the tone switch on.  I think I am at a point of diminishing returns now,
so the radio will remain as it is, a collection of compromises.



I compared performance with a couple of modern radios, a Sony ICF-506 portable (2017
model) and a C.C. Crane Skywave portable (2016 model).  My highly modified radio works as well
as the Sony but not as well as the C.C. Crane.  I would like to think it works better than any of
them but this is not the case.  The Skywave actually has less noise on the AM band and slightly
more sensitivity even though its loopstick is half the size.  I still think my modified radio sounds
better on local stations than either of them, however.

Lessons Learned
It's very tricky to replace Germanium with Silicon.  I'm glad I had some success at it.

There is very little chance that the new knowledge I have gained will have any significant value to
me in the future, except possibly that shielding and isolation of the gain elements is vital.


